MIA / MIA THERMO

SAFE AND SANITARY,
100% STAINLESS STEEL

MIA is the Elite water bottle entirely made
of stainless steel, from top to bottom. Stainless steel
is long-lasting, rustproof and easy to wash. Just fill the
bottle with hot water and a drop of neutral detergent,
shake it, empty it, rinse it and let it dry.
Totally BPA-free (Bisphenol A), AISI 304 stainless
steel is completely recyclable and food safe according
to current legislation.

IT TAKES
A FINGER

This bottle comes with a practical
steel screw cap that ensures perfect
air-tightness even without making
use of plastic seals. In fact, MIA
is completely plastic-free.
The bottle is easy to carry with a nice
steel loop handle so you can use
a single finger to carry it around.

FOR
ALL BIKES

MIA and MIA THERMO are
compatible with all commercially
available bottlecages.
The external bottle diameter,
73 mm on the base, ensures
a universal fit on any bottlecage.

IN TWO VERSIONS

These water bottles are perfect to
match the frame of your bike and
bottle cage, or to be carried around
with you every day, in your office and
at the gym.

MIA is available in two versions.
The standard MIA 650 ml bottle
is made with a single container
and it’s non-thermal.

MIA THERMO 550 ml is made
of two containers welded together
to keep liquid hot or cold. Between
these two containers, there are
stringent vacuum conditions
that make it possible to create
a thermal gap.

MIA 650 ml is available in four
colours: black, black and silver, beige
and green. MIA THERMO 550 ml
is available in two colours:
black and silver, green and silver.

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

229 mm

MIA THERMO

209 mm

MIA

73 mm

73 mm

Capacity

650

Weight

211

Dishwasher safe
Max Temp 65°C

YES

YES

Thermal
properties

NO

12 hours hot drinks,
24 hours cold drinks

Colours

› black
› black and silver
› beige
› green

› black and silver
› green and silver

ml

g

550

ml

347

g

Elite
Established in 1979, Elite is one
of the most important global players
in the production of water bottles,
bottle cages, home trainers and technologies for indoor cycling training.
www.elite-it.com
www.fuoripista.it

Adriano Design
Studio founded in 1997,
winner of the prestigious
Compasso d’Oro and many
other international awards.

